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I'm still not sure how games like these get onto steam, but this is really a horrible game all in all. You really are left clueless and
everything about it just is bad. Put it this way, I got stuck at the very beginning, which is not somehting that should be
happening. This game feels like something I could do if i just bought a weapons pack and map pack on Unity and put it
together, then sold it on steam...

Overall pretty terrible game.

Rating: 1.9/10
Recommend Price: $0.00 Don't buy it. Really fun, I enjoyed the game. Shoul add more to do
. Way too addictive! Loving the content, mods and performance enhancements. DLC prices reasonable. I want to support this
good quality work. Can't wait until night racing possible.. If the game's not fun, why bother?

Does a game need a purpose? Do paintings need purposes? Does anything actually need a purpose or a reason to exist other than
that its sheer existence is the purpose?

Who knows, I'm not a real philosopher. I'm just a guy with nearly 3k steam games and this is one of them.

This game came out in 1989, nearly thirty years ago, but you'd be hard to find anything that actually makes it feel like a near 30
year old game. It's by Cyan who are the masterminds behind Myst, Riven and, more recently, Obduction. It's also the second
game they ever made, but you'd also be hard pressed to find anything that makes this game feel like only their second outing in
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development.

In this game you play a handsome, strapping, intergalactic space explorer (yourself) as you navigate the seven worlds via your
spaceship, teleporters and even ant tunnels. Your mission is the challenging one yet: Nothing. You have no mission. Cosmic
Osmo, like Seinfeld, is about nothing. There is no point. There is no purpose. Things just happen because that's what things do.
Your goal is, in a sense, to make your own goal. Maybe that'll be beating the Professor at Robot Blitz. Maybe your goal will be
to dial a bananaphone. Maybe you'll invent a reason why you have a bumper sticker in your cockpit that says "I LOVE MY
CRAB\/CANCER?" Maybe you wont drop all the coffee cups off the table and break them. Maybe you will.

For $6 you're getting the Children's Pack which coincidentally are also the first 3 games Cyan ever made. So if you're going into
these expecting Myst puzzles and potentially a plot then you're aiming for the wrong game and pack. You want Riven or Myst or
Obduciton for that, but if you're looking for a fun time killer just exploring the wild and crazy worlds and you happen to have
$6 laying around then this isn't the worst way to kill a few hours.

Alternatively you can spend WAY more than $6 on the complete Cyan pack.
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Battle Academy is one of those titles that you'd consider buying, if it doesn't have the in-app-purchases that nickels and dimes
you for additional campaigns and whatnot. Set in a simplified version of WW2, you move units on a square grid. Youa re
primarily taking the British side against the Axis powers, Italians and Germans, and the initial campaign is in Africa, where you
take the Desert Rats and the Matilda tanks against the Italians and later, Rommel's Afrika Corps.

The battlefield is 3D, albeit with very clunky camera controls, and it's likely that this was a mobile game backport (as it's also
available in the App Store for iOS) The idea is your unit have 2 movement points and 2 shooting points, spend them wisely.
Flanking the enemy is good, as hitting the enemy at their strong armor will cause a "deflection". But the general idea is simple:
medium tanks against light tanks, light tanks against infantry to suppress, suppress hidden infantry then attack with your own
infantry.

There are 3 levels of difficulty, and ability to allocate your own force mix before battle, as well as fog of war.

The overall mechanics are very simple, and thus, is only suitable for noobs who needs handholding to the genre of wargames.
Veterans will likely be turned off by the simplified and somewhat cartoony feel, constant onscreen reminders of certain game
mechanics (which may be due to me playing in easy mode) and overall in-game playments.

. Just buy Bejeweled 3 or one of the 7 Wonders games instead.

The most interesting thing this game has going for it is you have alternate modes of play (in which you are still matching gems),
except they're all highly gimmicky. Control the gravity of the board so things fall in another direction until you run out of gems!
Move them around like tiny army men and new pieces fall onto the board at random if you don't make a match! The problem is
they don't have any real draw. There's a no-good scoreboard, nobody you know is playing this for competition, and the game
itself is underwhelming aside from the fact that I'm 99% sure one of the announcer lines is "SPACESHIT!" in the middle of
large combos.

I got this for a dollar and I'm still writing it off, and match-3 games are my CRACK. Don't waste a dollar like I did, there's
probably some costume DLC you want that'll be better spent.. I was given a hard copy of this game at least 10 years ago...
A couple of PC upgrades later, that hard copy would no longer run on my PC.

I love this game. There's just so much you can be doing, from piracy to controlling the market to building a city or nearby area.

Long story short, I'm glad to see this game on Steam.

9/10

The one thing, I'd like, that this game doesn't have is mods.

And that's what the Steam Community does best so I'm hopeful.. got this game with a coupon. better than I expected. glad i
bought this.. Project Syria is a free VR Experience of a tragedy ripped from the news. It worked on my system, looked ok,
played ok, sounded ok. As a VR program, it worked.

Warning: Don't bother Downloading.

Despite being free it was not worth the download. You're basically just standing still while being transported from scene 1 to the
next 2 scenes. During this you get some very basic information about how many kids refugees there is from Syria, and it's over
within 3 minutes. This information from the narrator, you could have gotten from reading a webpage article

The devs was lazy on this one. I have seen some of their other works on Steam and thought they were ok but this one was badly
done imho.

For more info:
Watch the gameplay here >
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=digE62wpHOk
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvO_c05yFSc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HtZrSb84JPE

https://www.polygon.com/2016/11/4/13507754/project-syria-steam

Instead go here and see this if you care about this issue.
http://lifeonhold.aljazeera.com/#/en/portraits/home

So beyond this point I'll spoil this "experience" for you.
It starts out in the middle of some intersection of a urban area maybe in Syria. A kid singing to a crowd.
The men and women just stared at her and then all the sudden! Explosion Then Smoke everywhere.
Fade to black

Fade in, we are at a refugee camp storehouse with rations being handed out, Fade to black

Fade in, 5 children are around a campfire in front of a shelter then ghostly child cutouts and more shelters and tents start filling
up the space around your seated position.
Fade to black, and credits.
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